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Summary. The primary objective of the NEAR Laser Ranging investigation is to 
obtain hi h integrity profiles and rids of to ography for use in geophysical and 9 geologica studies of asteroid 43! Eros. Qhe resolution, surface coverage, and 
absolute accuracy that will characterize these data will enable detailed anal SIS of the 
structure, morpholog and evolution of this near-Earth asteroid. Asteroidia radii will X 7 
be produced in a we -defined reference frame so that top0 raphic data can be readily 
compared to information from other NEAR sensors, whic will further increase the 
value of these data. 

3, 
Instrument. The principal component of the NEAR Laser Ran er (NLR) laser is 

a Q-switched, neodymium-do ed yttrium aluminum arnet (Nd:YA ) laser oscillator % 8 
which is pumped by a multi- ar laser array. Each ar contains numerous AlGaAs 
(aluminum, allium arsenide) laser diodes. The laser will emit pulses with a 

P1 7 wavelen th o 1.064 pm and a beam diver ence of -200 prad at rate of 0.125, 1, 2 and 
8 Hz. T e laser was designed and built the McDonnell Dou las S ace Systems 
Division, St.Louis, and has heritage to the b lementine 1, 21 and WOLA r3] lasers The 
instrument also includes a silicon avalanche photo d iode detector and a 480 MHz 
oscillator. The total range accuracy of the instrument will be no worse than 6 m. The 
total weight of the instrument is < 5kg and data rates vary from 6.4 to 51 bits per 
second.. 

The instrument provides a measure of the slant ran e of the s acecraft to the 
asteroid surface by measurin the round trip time of fli ht o individual aser pulses. By I ? 9 P 
correcting for the position of t e spacecraft with respec to the center of the asteroid via 
calculation of the spacecraft orblt from the X-band Doppler tracking data, the range 
data can be transformed into a discrete set of planetary radii referenced to the asterold 
center of mass. The altimetric and tracking data from NEAR will be reduced in the 
same reference frame in order to maximize the accuracy of both the topography and 
gravit data sets. 

Along-track Resolution. The size of the laser footprint on the surface of Eros 
will depend on the spacecraft altitude. Given the s acecraft orbits of 35 km or 50 km P from center of Eros, the laser beam divergence o 200 prad and approximate semi- 
major and minor axes of Eros of 18 and 8 km, the spot size on the surface will va ?: from about -4-9 m. For a nominal spacecraft velocity of -5 m s-1, the along trac 
resolution will be comparable to the spot size for a 99% probability of successful 
ranging. 

Topographic Coverage and Scientific Questions. In the current NEAR 
mission scenario 4 , Phase 3 of the mission consists of 42 days of mappin in a 35-km 
orbit followed by bi  ase 4 which consists of -120 days of mapping in a % 0-km orbit. 
We have simulated the distribution of NEAR ground tracks for 3 days in the 50-km orbit 
and for 2 days in the 35-km orbit. Results indicate that the 50-km orbit yields ground 
tracks that have a spacing of -1 1 at the equator, but have lar e gaps between sets of 

round tracks, the spacing in the 35-km orblt case is -620 uni 9 ormly over the asteroid. 
qhus the 35-km orbit is preferable if the objective is to make a global map in the 
shortest period of time that can be subsequently filled in to the desired level. 

For geophysical problems such as determining the internal density structure of 
the asteroid, it is desirable to have topographic information at the same resolution as 

ravity. It is reasonable to expect a ravltational field at Eros u to de ree and order P 75 [5, 61, which corresponds to a ha1 wavelength resolution of ! km. 8ur simulations 
indlcate that the topographic resolution will exceed the gravity resolution in about 1 
month. 

Higher resolution coverage will be desired to address interesting eolo ical 
questions such as understanding the origin of rooves, if the exist on gros, %om B Y measurements of their widths and depths m. he shapes o impact craters, the 
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